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The application of methods of mathematical morphology for the analysis of grey-images 
is shown. The corresponding algorithms are based upon operations used in set-theory 
and are extended to scalar fields, as represented by grey-images. Derived operations 
and some algorithms, describing the opening and closing, grassfire and a thinning pro
cedure, leading to a socalled ricefield transformation of structured images, are de
scribed and the results of their application upon human cell images are demonstrated . 

1. INTROOUCTION 

~1athemat;cal morphology is a set-theoretical 
approach to formal i ze methods appl i ed on sets 
of the n-dimensional euclidean space and to ob
tain quantitative data on their shape and ar
rangement. It is developed at the school of 
Fontainebleau (Matheron Ill, Serra 12/). The 
mathematical morphology is mainly applied on 
sets in the two-dimensional space. A subset of 
the pl ane mapped by its characteri sti c functi on 
inside of a bounded area defines a binary im
age. This may represent a certain physical 
property of an object such as, for example, its 
area under an arbitrary prOjection. There are 
some basic operations defined on sets or binary 
images, respectively, which allow their proc
essing. In chapter 2, we will give a brief in
troduction of these operations. 
In contrast to a binary image, a grey-image is 
defined by a scalar field, where the scalar may 
represent again a certain physical property of 
an object such as, for example, its brightness. 
A suitable discrimination applied on the grey
values del ivers a binary image. The most used 
discrimination is the threshold at a certain 
grey valUe. This necessitates a-priori informa
tion on the image which is often not available. 
To avoid thresholding the operations defined by 
mathematical morphology on sets or binary im
ages, respectively, were extended to operations 
on fuzzy sets (Zadeh/3/l or grey images, re
spectively. This has been done by Serra et al. 
121, Sternberg/41 and Goetcheri anI? I. The pri
mary goal was to define operations on grey-im
ages whi ch wi 11 show the same resul ts as the 
appl ication of the original operations on bina
ry images, generated by thresholding at any 
possi b 1 e grey va 1 ue. Another approach was car
ried out by Sternberg/4/, who conslders sets in 
the three-dimensional space. 
In our group we are mainly involved with ap
plied image analysis on microscopical objects. 
Thi s i ncl udes the compl etely automated measure
ment of scenes, their segmentation, evaluation 
of features and classification of objects . Im
ages are taken by a TV-camera, digitized and ' 
read directly into our attached array-processor 
(AP), on which basic operations_ of mathematical 
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morphology on binary images as well as on grey
images are implemented. In chapter 4 the appli
cation of some of the operations is shown with 
respect to scene - as well as object-analysis 
under the notions 
- cleaning of scenes 
- restorations of objects 
- separation of objects out of scenes 
- special transformations with respect to 

local properties. 

2. THEORY 

The basic operations on sets and on binary im
ages are as follows: 

SETS SINARY IMAGES 
Union X U Y X.OR.Y 

Intersection X n Y X.AND. Y 

Complementation XC • NOT. X 

Oi fference X \ Y X.ANO .. NOT. Y 

Translation X + a jx + alx. xf 
by a vector a .SHIFT.(X,a) 

From these the following operations of mathema
tical morphology are deduced: 

Erosion 

Oil ati on 

xGB=njx+blb,Bf 

X(i)B = ulx + b)b, Bf 

8 and C are the sets of vectors for trans
lation. They are called structuring ele
ments. 

Hit-or-miss X ® (B,C) =(X (i) B) n (X G C)C 
transformation 

Opening Xs (XGS) (i)s 

Closing XS ( X (i) S) G S 

For grey-images the basic operations have to be 
redefined. This is only possibly under certain 
conditions (Serra/2/). In our approach it is 
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sufficient that grey values are non-negative 
and bounded. That is always given for real im
ages. 

Uni on 

Intersecti on 

Xu Y = max (X,Y) 

X n Y min (X,Y) 

Complementation Xc m - X 
(Arithmetical complement) 

Difference X \ y = X - Y 
(Subtraction, defined only if Y ~ X) 

Translation no change 

All operations have to be performed element
wise. Complementation and difference are not 
directly comparable with the corresponding op
erators in binary images. since the grey-images 
build no boolean algebra in contrast to the bi
nary images. Based upon this. all deduced oper
ations, as defined for binary images. except 
the hit-or-miss transformation. are now appli
cable on grey-images. Instead of the hit-or
miss transformation a thinning algorithm 
(Serra/2/) was implemented as follows: 

Let X(z) be 
than 
X® (B,C)(z) 

With 
and wi th 

B 
C 

the grey value at the location z 

X0C(z) if 
X I±l B(z) > X(z) ::: X 0 C(z) 

X(z) else 

o is 
o is 

X®(O,C)=X0C 
X®(B,O) = XI±lB. 

So this operation is of multifunctional purpose 
and can be used quite arbitrarily. 

3. IMPLEMENTATION 

The images are digitized on a rectangular grid. 
Erosion and dilation are performed with an ap
proximately spherical structuring element cen
tred around the zeropoi nt of the pl ane wi th ar
bitrary radius. An octogon or a sixteen sided 

.. 
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• 

polygon can be chosen. The hit-or-miss trans
formation is implemented for structuring ele
ments wi th s; zes up to 5 x 5 pi xel s centred 
around the zeropoint of the plane. With the 
latter a skeleton (r~eyer /5/) on binary images 
and a watershed (Goetcherian/7/) on grey-images 
is performed which allows us to continue our 
work especially on the segmentation and meas
urement of texture in cell nuclei (Rodenacker 
et al./6/). All fUnctions are programmed in a 
so called Vector-Function-Chainer Language 
which allows one to program the AP a bit more 
comfortably than in assembler. 

4. APPLICATION 

The automatical processing of microscopic im
ages i ncl udes di gi ti zati on. shadi ng correcti on. 
segmentation into objects (as cells) and back
ground. deletion of undesired objects like ar
tefacts. segmentation of single objects into 
different parts (as cytoplasm and nucleus) but 
also the further subdivision of nuclei into 
structural parts of the chromatine. At the end 
of this process, object specific featUres are 
determined. In the following we will show the 
application of mathematical morphology on grey
images accordi n9 to the same sequence of pro
cessing. The first important step is object 
segmentation. To prepare the scene for improved 
segmentati on and to remove small non-i nterest
ing object,S an image clearance with following 
restorations is performed. 

Image clearance: 

An opening algorithm in the grey-image (fig. 1) 
with suffi ently 1 arge approx; mately ci rcul ar 
shaped structuring element Bl removes all small 
objects. into which the element B1 does not fit 
completely. The result XBl is shown in figure 
2. The removal of too large objects ;s done la
ter in the segmented binary image, again by 
means of an opening algorithm. The image XBl 
shows some object modi fi cat; ons accordi ng to 
the structuring element Bl. necessitating image 
reconstruction . 

Scene with different 
objects 

Figure 2 Opening of fig.l F; gure 3 Grassfire on fig.2 
with fig.' 

• 
I 
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Image restoration: 

An optimal restoration of object shapes, how
ever. not of the internal substructure of the 
objects is performed by the fo1lowing grassfire 
algorithm applied on the 'label-image' XS1' 

procedure grsf (Z,XS1 .X,C,e); 

(* grassfire algorithm *) 
begin 

Yo = 0; Y 1 = XB1 ; 

while d(Yo'Yl ) > e do 

begin 

Yo = Yl ; Yl = (Y l GO> C) n X 

end; 
Z :: Y,; 

end; 

The resul t Z represents the reconstructed image 
(fig.3), d(Yo,Yl) is a distance function on 
grey-images (Guedj / 8/ ), C is a tiny structuring 
element which prevents reconstruction of unla
belled objects. The grassfire burns. that means 
the dilation of the labelled objects, as long 
as the grey values of the dilated regions are 
higher than those of the underlying original 
image. 

t grey value 
/ .............. -: 
! i 

upper ricefield 
original 
lower ricefield 

I · .... · .. · .. ·T .... 
L ___ i _-I 

I 
1 
1 
1 L __ 

Figure 4 : Schematic result of the thinning 
algorithm (l-dim) 

Object separation: 

To separate single objects from each other. a 
grassfire algorithm can be started at the pixel 
with highest grey value, occurring for exampl e 
in the image Z (fig.3). After restoration the 
selected object will be quenched, and the pro
cedure repeated. This leads to sequential ob
j ect identification and ranking according to 
the maximal point occurring in them. The sepa
rated objects can now be easily segmented by a 
threshold algorithm. 

'Thinning I Transformation: 

As already mentioned the grassfire image res
tarati on tak i ng ; nto account on1 y manotoneous 
decreasing grey values destroys a good deal of 
the internal structure of objects. To display 
such structures formed for example by the chro 
matine in cell nuclei. an algorithm was imple
mented, describing the local arrangement of 
high and law grey values in terms of watershed 
contours and different altitude level regions 
defined by them (fig.4). The a lgorithm is as 
foll ows: 

procedure rcf (Z.X.e); 

(* ricefield transformation *) 

rcf 

rcf 

begin 

Yo = 0; Yl = X; 

whi l e d(Yo'Yl ) > e do 

begin 

Yo = Yl ; 

for i = 1 to 8 do 

Y
l 

= Y
l 

® (Si,Ci ); 

end; 

Z = Y
l

; 

end; 

(L.X.e) ; (* lower 

(U . XC ,e); (* upper 

ricefield *) 
ricefield *) 

Figure 7 Lower ricefield Figure 6 Original cel l image Figure 8 Upper ricefield 
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The fUnction d(Yo,y,l again desc~;bes a 50-
cglled distance on grey-images. 8' (.) and 
C' (D) are structuri n9 el ements of differ
ent shapes, as shown below: 

I'§, ~2 ~3~4 §·I s ci/o6 ~7 ~8 

The transformation results in watershed con
tours in the original as well as in the comple
mented image, the latter displaying sink or 
valley-bed lines in the original. 

If one defines the valley regions in between 
the watersheds and the scene boundaries as flat 
terraces with the altitude of the lowest point 
in the valleys one gets the picture of 'rice
field terraces' (fig. 5). These terraces of the 

Figure 5 Ricefield terraces 

original and the complemented image are called 
lower ricefield regions L, and upper r;cefield 
regions U. The difference of both ricefield re
presentations D = U \ L describes in a charac
teri stic manner the topology of the grey-image. 
The following figures 6,7,8 demonstrate for an 
epithelial cell with an adhering artefact the 
results of the described transformations (Bur
ger et a1. /9/). 

5. CONCLUSION 

Mathematical morphology on grey-images is a po
Werful tool for the processing of images with
out a-priori information. It allows to manipu-
1 ate grey-images in theoretical and practical 
manners in a highly fUnctional degree as known 
from the mathematical treatment of number sets 
or from algorithms applied in binary image ana
lysi s. Some of the al gori thms descri bed above 
have been used successfully in the automatic 
evaluation of cellular aspirate specimens from 
the thyroid. 
On the other side the handling of the corre
sponding algorithms is not always easy due -to 

the lack of possible definitions and descrip
tions of typical image elements as objects, 
edges, borders, etc. A grey-image always covers 
the whole area. whereelse discrimination into 
objects and subregions of interest is normally 
performed in segmented binary images. 
Additionally the effects of mathematical mor
phology operations on grey-images are often 
di ffi cul t to understand in terms of vi sual per
ception. especially when the original grey-im
age itself is a transformed one as. for example 
a raster scanned electron microscopic image. 
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